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EKATERINA VILMONT

A Journey of an Optimistic Womаn

Three middle aged women-friends are the 
main characters of the book. Natalia, Alisa 
and Sofia experience a personal life crisis.

Natalia’s husband has left the family. Her 
red-haired friend Alisa is a better off, but 
single woman. Their third friend Sofia can’t 
avoid her mother’s excessive care.

Once Natalia as a high class editor receives 
a manuscript by a promising young author 
Oleg. The author does his best to gain 
Natalia’s favor. The woman appreciates his 
affection shown, yet Natalia has a gut feeling 
that something is wrong with her young boy-
friend. Oleg blames Natalia for wooing him 
and asks to change “the default editor”. The 
young man happens to be dishonest and sim-
ply plagiarizes his dead sister’s manuscripts.

When deception is exposed, everything 
falls into place. Each of the friends fulfils her 
destiny in an incredible way.

The Three Ungraceful Women, or Again About Love

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: WorldPages: 352, Rights: WorldPages: 320, Rights: World

Colibri Birds, GoodbuyPrimitive Overexcitement 

2 000 000 coPies sold

new

All Out
Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 320, 
Rights sold to Bulgaria

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 320, 
Rights sold to Bulgaria

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World
Pages: 352, Rights: World

A Life Changing Meeting

To Trigger Happy Chemicals 

All Men Are Not Trustworthy
or A Lucky Streak

Meeting Love of my Uncle 

At Sixes and Sevens Falling Between Two Stools Again

Two Women of Professor Tveritinov 

Beatuful Women do Care

107 k 420 knew
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MARTHA KETRO 500 000 coPies sold

Martha lives in two cities: busy Moscow 
and sunny Tel Aviv. She gets her inspira-
tion from the between-two-cities differ-
ence and writes wonderful stories about 
love, everyday life and pretty things that 
women do. 

The first part of the book is a collection
of letters. These are letters to the ideal 
man. Martha answers his possible ques-
tions, anticipate his feedback, chides him 
for not replying to her letters, calms him 
down, encourages, and simply enjoys him 
being a caring and understanding person. 

Grievous parting with relatives, packing 
bags, and departure to the coastal city 
of the Mediterranean Sea are described 
in the second part of the book. Great writ-
ing plans and immersion into a new life is 
sometimes interrupted by bombing of Tel 
Aviv and hiding in bomb shelter. Martha’s 
husband and no name cat are her reliable 
companions who help to return to peace-
ful life. The author is again full of hope 
and desire to be loved and happy,
‘cause the pretty ladies never die.

Pages: 544, Rights: World

Pretty Ladies Never Die
new

Martha Ketro is the author of several 
dozens of books with total print run 
of several hundred copies. Martha 
is working at her new book, which is 
scheduled for 2018. The author is an 
exemplary writer of new generation. 
She has started her writing career in the 
mid 2000’s as blogger and first won her 
popularity among Internet users.

Pages: 256, Rights: World Pages: 288, Rights: World

The Art of Love War The Cruelty of Love 

new

Stories About Women and Their Men   

Frisky Cats

A Brave Snail The Travel Effect Advice to Become Famous 
on the Web

Pages: 224, Rights: World  

Pages: 320, Rights: World 

Pages: 288, Rights: World Pages: 384, Rights: World
Pages: 192, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 416, Rights: World Pages: 288, Rights: World

Pages: 128, Rights: World
Lemons and Little Songbirds

Women in Autumn

Bittersweet Chocolate 

The Right Way to Make Mistakes  
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ELENA MIKHALKOVA

EILIN O’cONNOR

A relaxing summer vacation in the country 
turns into a thriller. Close relatives become bitter 
enemies. The aspirations of the family grow into 
a race for survival. Family pie tastes awfully bitter.

When a ten-year-old girl Yana visited her 
grandparents in the country. Big house welcomed 
four kids-cousins and their parents. The house 
owner made up his mind to choose the favorite 
child to inherit the estate. One of the kids was 
found dead. Yana was charged with her brother’s 
death. Years later all brothers and sister reunite 
in that house. Yana hires two private detectives 
Makar Ilyushin and Sergei Babkin to clear up 
a fifteen-year-old case and find the real murderer. 

The books tell the stories of pets and their owners. 
There is a red cat Mattew sleeping in his bowl, 
a little boy Misha presenting a bucket of dande-
lions to his elder sister, a lonely Mr. Artcybashev 
suddenly making friends with home cacti.

EILIN O’CONNOR is the author of short 
novels. New series Notes in the Margin in-
cludes the best author’s stories from her blog 
followed by 40k subscribers. So far two books 
were published. Both books are illustrated 
by Erkaterina Belyavskaya, a famous Moscow 
artist.

Elena Mikhalkova is a Russian crime 
fiction writer. She is recognized as a master 
of suspense. Elena graduated from law 
school. She used to work in the police; later 
she dealt with scripts for children’s programs. 

A Family Pie Tastes Bitter

Pages: 384, Rights: World

1 000 000 coPies sold

28 k new

29 k

About people, cats 
and small dogs

Swans’ Wings and 
Miracles 

Pages: 256, Rights: World Pages: 256, Rights: World

new

Mrs. Noridge Knows the Killer

A Time to Gather Stones

A Paper Curtain and A Glass Crown Close the Door The Game of Diamonds

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights sold 
to Bulgaria

Pages: 352, Rights: World Pages: 384, Rights: World Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights sold
to Bulgaria

Pages: 384, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World

The Right Signal

Tender Leaves, Poisonous Roots

A Black Poodle, a Red Cat 
or Wedding Troubles

A Home for Lonely Hearts

41 k

new

114 k
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NATALIA ANdREEVA

Natalia Andreeva

Selfie is a lovely game for those who are 
seeking attention and sympathy from others. 
Push a button and you are in the picture. 
The picture might happen to be more important 
than personal security, though. But rarely does 
somebody think about it. A murderer can 
benefit from the selfie mania.

The new novel from Love and Death.ru book 
series.

Natalia Andreeva is the master of suspense. 
The author defines the genre of her books 
as psychological crime story with elements 
of thriller. Natalia got a degree in Library 
Science.  She started her writing career in 
1998, when the Russian Default took place. 
Natalia was fired and searched for work. 
She saw newspaper announcement Writers
Wanted and submitted her manuscript.

Selfie. Between Love and Death

Pages: 320 Rights: World

Sing It For the Deaf Fathers and Sons 
Pages: 320, Rights: WorldPages: 320, Rights: World

new

7 000 000 coPies sold

Several books turned into motion pictures

Pages: 320, Rights: World Pages: 416, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: WorldPages: 384, Rights: World
Don’t Take it Personal

The Sea of Heaven The Age of Sagittarius

While Lotus Blossoms
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ANONIM 

It is the first book of the same-name book 
collection.

The trilogy contains elements of a post-
apocalyptic drama, fantasy, horror, 
and adventure story. The scene is laid 
in a world devastated by a global disaster. 
A fog of dismay covers the land, and 
people travel by water.

The crew of a captain, a runaway girl, 
a tourist guide, and their hot-tempered 
friend are travelling by sailing ship on 
board of a Skremlin-II. 

The main characters struggle for the future, 
take up challenges and seek answers.
They are to open all floodgates of the 
Moscow Canal and get through the fog. 
Friends head for the Dead City. 

Many years ago it was the capital 
of a big vigorous country which now 
resembles Mad Max’s universe. What does 
the fog hide? Those who are aware keep 
silence. The mysterious fog is believed to 
be alive and full of predators: The Ghost 
of Stalin, old kind Charon, dangerous 
whirlpools, wolves of the Empty Lands, the 
army of sinister monks, and water monster. 
It is tricky to enter it and even more tricky 
to escape from it. However, there is always 
room for hope and better future despite 
ruins around.

The book is full of references to history, 
culture and folk beliefs. The trilogy 
appeals to the fans of The Dark Tower 
by S.King, Metro 2033 by D.Glukhovsky, 
The Lord of the Ring by J.R.R. Tolkien, 
and monsters of Lovecraft.

Pages: 544, Rights: World

8 k

new

GALINA TALANOVA

Galina Talanova

Lida is a mid-aged woman and she seems 
to be successful in her life. Lida has got 
a good family and a good job, but there  
is no room for true happiness. Lida lives 
in the shadow and stays shy and quiet.

The book is set in the late 80s, the early 
90s. The country falls apart and does the 
Lida’s life. The woman suffers as her best 
years are passing by. Dear relatives pass 
away, and Lida turns all her love to her 
children. She cannot lose control over her 
growing kids. She spies upon them, cuts in 
their conversations, and follows each their 
move. Lida’s son and daughter cannot 
keep their personal life private and stay 
out of their mother’s influence.

Excessive mother’s care leads her daugh-
ter  to make the wrong choice. Lida’s 
husband has  a heart attack, and her son 
gets killed. Is it the worst thing to happen?
Destiny goes on putting Lida to tests. 

The author was born in 1961 into a family of college 
instructors. She studied biophysics at the University 
and got a PhD degree in Engineering Science. She is the 
author of seven books of verse, fifty research papers and two 
novels. Galina is brilliantat of choosing the correct figures 
of speech; her verses got several Russian and international 
awards. The author seems to write verses in prose and cro-
chet words into fabulous metaphors and similes.

At the EdgeThe Moscow Canal

Pages: 416, Rights: World

Member of Writers’ Guild of Russia

So far Galina is working at two new books which are sched-
uled for the beginning of 2008. 

new

Pages: 320, Rights: World Pages: 352, Rights: World

The Mysterious Maze The Indestructible University
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dANIL KORESTKy 20 000 000 coPies sold

Daniil Koretsky is a Russian crimi-
nologist, screenwriter, and the author 
of 48 books. He holds a post-doctoral 
degree in Law. The author holds the 
title of Honored Lawyer of Russia. 
He has published several hundred 
legal analytical reviews and articles 
in Russian magazines and newspapers. 
To add to this, Koretsky has developed 
an alternative version of Russian 
Gun Law.

Koretsky finished Law School, 
and later on he worked in the public 
prosecutor’s department. The author 
is the member of the Russian Writer’s 
Guild. He is a recognized master 
of crime fiction. 

These books are the best-known thrillers 
about the spread of crime in Russia. 
The book events are set in the mid 90-s 
and based on true stories. This time 
is traditionally considered to be the peak 
of mafia’s heyday. The principal 
character is major Korenev. His nickname 
is Fox. Korenev fights crime and struggles 
for justice. Readers will find everything 
in these books: gangsters and secret 
services, terrorists and corrupt officials. 
The author has expert knowledge 
of his subject matter. He uncovers the 
lifestyle of the Russian mafia, the laws 
of the underworld, and violence in and 
out of jails.

Major Korenev. The Fight Against the Russian Mafia

Pages: 448 Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: World Pages: 352, Rights: World

The Big Score The Criminal Named Student

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 480, Rights: World

Pages: 480, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: WorldPages: 416, Rights: World
The Hard Choice

Major Korenev-II 

Principles of Karate

Find the Devil

Major Korenev-IV 

Sandalwood Smells Like Gunpowder

A Trigger Pull

Major Korenev-VI 

A Spy of The Past
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JOHN SHEMyAKIN

John Shemyakin

“The Wild Gentleman is a collection of wild 
short stories about me and my large family”, 
the author says. The author takes a role of an 
old wise gentleman. He pretends to be rather 
indifferent and sometimes moody. The gentleman 
is satisfied with his life. He sits in a comfortable 
chair dressed in fleece home robe, watches 
over his frisky pets and grandchildren, and 
tells hilariously caustic stories.

John Shemyakin is a famous blogger. 
His Facebook page is followed by 50k 
subscribers.

Shemyakin is quite a versatile person. 
He got a degree in History, took seminary 
courses, did military service on a Navy ship 
in the Pacific Ocean. Then Shemyakin sold 
whisky, worked as a civil servant, worked 
for oil refinery industry. Currently, he is atn 
entrepreneur and amateur numismatist.

The Wild Gentleman

Pages: 320, Rights: World

The Wild Gentleman in 
the Wild Fields

Stories from the Wild 
Gentleman

Pages: 352, Rights: WorldPages: 320, Rights: World

7 000 000 coPies sold 32 000 coPies sold

Sharks Made of Steel Mist over the Sea Rush Job

Pages: 320, Rights: World Pages: 352, Rights: World Pages: 384, Rights: World

EdUARd OVEcHKIN

VAdIM cHEKUNOV

The book tells the story of a  former college 
student. This is a first-person narration. The 
main character has to do a two-year military 
service which is mandatory in Russia. He gets 
mature while going through all the steps 
of armed service hierarchy. Over the course 
of two years a powerless conscript turns into 
a confident and unchallenged “old time”. 
The book is pretty much autobiographical. 
The author tells about everyday life of 
a young conscript in the Russian army.

Made of Kersey is a story about life full of 
joy and sorrow, fun and sufferings. Made 
of Kersey labeled the author  as an Angry 
Writer due to its rough truth. When the book 
was published, Vadim received a plethora of 
feedback from  men who did military service, 
and women who waited for their men to get 

Pages: 252, Rights: World

Made of Kersey
22 k

9 k

new

new
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IRINIyA KONyAEVA yANINA LOGVIN

 Pages: 320, Rights: World Pages: 320, Rights: World

Marina and Nastya are the best friends 
since childhood. Girls are always together 
at the University; they have common friends 
among the other students, and dream 
of finding a true love. Side by side Marina 
and Nastya face up families’ problems 
and difficulties with their study. The young 
author Irinya has turned true stories into 
a tender and beautiful novel. Wonderful 
description of the New Year Eve and actual 
events win over female readers’ loyalty.

An enthralling story about firm friendship, 
act of treachery, and true love. In order to 
leave the past behind and forget troubling 
memories a small-town girl Genya Sparrow 
moves  to a new city. She enters a new Uni-
versity, and has to catch up math program. 
Genya hires an upper-year student Ilya. 
The guy is brilliant at math, but he is rather 
unfriendly. Genya handles all difficulties 
for sure, even if the past brings bad 
stories to the present.

new

new

Love Under the Snow The Proud Sparrow

ELENA FILON

Leksa Woodwill has a good family, 
a wardrobe full of fancy clothes, 
and a lovely looking boyfriend. 
Nobody is interested in Leksa’s true 
desires, though. The girl is dreaming 
of playing an electric guitar on big 
stage. But this dream scarcely can 
come true. Mr. Woodwill is a member 
of a state’s senate, and he wants 
his daughter to correspond to his 
serious status. Leksa receives an invita-
tion the to a musical challenge contest 
Just Play the Guitar.

World renowned rock band 
Far-between wants a guitar player 
(men only). What can Leksa do 
for her life’s dream?

Two other books develop the idea 
of musical adventures, talent competi-
tion, energy of rock-bands, and love.

Elena Filon is one of the most 
popular authors in the RuNet. Fans 
are looking forward to new books 
to be published, for Elena’s amazing 
and bright stories touch the heart, 
and make you lose a track of time.

Two other books develop the idea of 
musical adventures, talent competi-
tion, energy of rock-bands, and love.
Tate Miller from Just Be Happy 
breaks the signed contract and leaves 
the musical contest. The girl makes 
friends with a director of a famous 
musical studio, and she falls in love 
with him.

Just Play the Guitar

Pages: 416, Rights: World

Just Listen to the Music Just Be Happy
Pages: 352, Rights: WorldPages: 352, Rights: World

new
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Pages: 544, Rights sold to France, Romania

STAycE KRAMER

Stayce Kramer

Her name is Gloria Macfin. She is a typical teenager with common 
problems of her age. And she has 50 days to decide whether she 
lives or dies. “Never did  I think to write a story to justify suicide 
as a solution of all problems. Not at all. I assume every person 
contemplated suicide at least once in his/her life. When we feel 
bad, when we are depressed, when we have quarrels with our be-
loved we might have an idea that there is no sense to live this way. 
People will be better off without us. This idea appeared in the mind 
of the main character of my story. Here I will describe 50 days 
of Macfin’s life. These days will help her decide whether 
it is worth living or not,” – the author says.

Stace Kramer is the pen 
name of a popular 23-year 
old Russian writer. Stacey 
Kramer became an internet 
star when she published her 
debut book on a website for 
beginning authors. The book 

50 Days Before my Suicide got rave reviews and was an online 
sensation. By the beginning of 2017 the book had received more 
than 6 million views; more than 127k copies had been sold. 
Kramer’s fantastic online popularity (1st place on self-publish 
web-sites by number of views) and support from fans enabled  
the success of her 2nd book.  We expired was released in 2016 
and 54k copies have already been sold. The author is a student 
of dentistry. She lives in Astrakhan, a city in southern Russia. 

50 Days Before 
my Suicide

180 000 coPies sold

126 k

17-year old Jina has a promising future. Good family and friends, 
a good-looking boyfriend and chances of admission to Yale. A 
fateful party changes Jina’s life forever. Jina’s boyfriend declares 
a break-up. Being depressed Jina gets behind the wheel and gets 
into a car accident. Instead of Yale University, Jina makes it into a 
rehabilitation facility. Can Jina learn how to live a new life?

We Expired
 53  k

Pages: 352, Rights: World  

The Internet Star book series includes several dozen books for Young Adult. The series is segmented 
by genres. These books fall under romance novels which appeared highly commended and engaged 
hearts of teen girls.

yANINA LOGVINN

Pages: 416, Rights: World

A story of Cinderella, or the Taming of the 
Shrew. Tanya Kryukova is doing well at 
University. She has caring family and a boy-
friend. Tanya might seem to be happy. Sud-
denly self-assured and smart Bumper enters 
into Tanya’s unhurried and comfortable life. 
Bumper owns a night club. Three years ago 
he met Tanya and laughed at the small-town 
girl’s appearance. Since then Tanya got an 
unpleasant nickname Colombina. Spin-the-
bottle game at the party resulted in “war” 
between Tanya and Bumper. 

colombina and the Red Haired Boy

dARIA SOyFER

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Every girl dreams of her own prince. 
What if a girl falls for a top celebrity?
A famous actor - Hollywood celebrity 
arrives in Moscow. A young journalist Lida 
Strelnikova is assigned to interview Anders 
Norberg. The interviewee is incredibly hand-
some and attractive. That’s why Lida easily 
agree to meet him one more time… 

She is sure that they will never see each 
other again, but Lida is wrong.

The Exception
newnew
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The author was inspired by her own 
journal which she wrote in her teenage 
years, so the book resembles a diary. 
Two kids a boy and a girl are the best 
friends. They take care of each other and 
dream to marry when grow up. They play 
together and attend the same school. Once 
the girl leaves her best friend in the lurch. 
Since then, they turn to “the best enemies” 
which secretly love each other.

It is a candid story of four 
children from different social 
classes. Beaver, Kit-wall and 
Arkhip live in deprived area 
of a mining community, and 
a German girl Hanna lives in 
a better-off district across the 
border. Can friendship and 
love exist between those who 
stay on opposite sides of the 
world?

The book describes 
children who live in the 
pack. Evading hunters they 
hide under bridges, 
at empty factories and 
in old train carriages. 

2 3 k
ONLINE-BESTSELLER

ONLINE-bestseller is a popular Young Adult book series 
uniting brilliant emerging Russian authors. First all of them 
self-published thier books online and gained popularity
on the web. Later on, their texts have been printed on 
paper and became bestsellers of the Russian book market 
along with western books. ONLINE-bestseller combines 
elements of different genres: realism and fantasy, posta-
pocalyptic dystopia, erotic and even fiction. All of these 
genres are equally in demand with the readers. The target 
audience consists of young adults of 16-24 years old. 
These books find keen readers among all ages, though. 
So far the book series includes fifteen books.

My Best Enemy

Pages: 480, Rights: World

 128 000 coPies sold

Best Fiction Book of 2016 
(OZON ONLINE AWARd)

The laureate 
of the yA Bestseller 
competition-2015

Children of the Gold Mines We Will Be Buried Tomorrow
Pages: 320 Pages: 288

Ellie 
Frey

Ell 
Rigby

Ruta 
Shale

Eve 
Preston

Olly 
Winged

Lee 
Vixen

Kristina
Stark

9 k10 k

The Lillith’s Hounds

After the Fire

new

new

newnew

The Double Spirited

Wings

Between Fires

The Seaside House

Fox is My Name

The Lost Generations

A Story of a Strange House

A Wolf Hunter

The Double Spirited

A Night Is Behind 
Our Backs

Pages: 544

Pages: 512

Pages: 418

Pages: 608

Pages: 384

Pages: 448

Pages: 288

Pages: 352

Pages: 608

Pages: 384

Pages: 416

Pages: 288

19 k

15 k

7 k

8 k

10  k

9  k11  k

  6 k
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NIKITA ZHUKOV

Pages: 512, Rights: World Pages: 480, Rights: World

The book is an entertaining sci-pop about
medicine, our ailments, today’s drugs and 
the human body. Nikita Zhukov is the creator 
of ultra popular website “Encyclopatia”. 
On average, the website receives 100k 
unique visitors per day. Modicine (Modnaya 
medicina or Fashionable medicine in 
Russian) dispels widespread myths which are 
contradicted by science. Professional doctors 
(who seem not to regard Nikita as an author-
ity) seriously debate Nikita’s satirical articles 
on medical forums. They both criticize and 
laud the young neurologist.

Before finishing the second book Modicine 2:
Apology the author revised hundreds 
of articles and research papers. Part 2 pro-
vides readers with a large number of links 
to international research. As an exponent 
of popular science Nikita Zhukov shares his 
awareness of health and medicine in witty 
and fun manner. The author criticizes our life 
style, explains what leads to ailments and 
contradicts popular medical delusions.
Leaf through the book, chuckle to yourself 
and stay healthy!

Encyclopedia Pathologicae:
Modicine

Encyclopedia Pathologicae:
Modicine 2, Аpology

ARKAdy KURAMSHIN dMITRII POBEdINSKIy

Pages: 398, Rights: World Pages: 398, Rights: World

Readers will learn why Sir John Scott Hal-
dane dosed himself with carbon monoxide, 
learn about gas sensors in mines, when did 
first parties with exhilarant gas take place, 
what skin care creams, chewing gums, and 
fertilizers have in common, whether there is 
any relationship between  color additives 
used in food and signs of hyperactivity in 
children, what factors affect hemoglobin 
level, what are polymers of the XXI century.
To add to this, there are a couple of words
about uranium enrichment, Botox, pain kill-
ers, etc. The book consists of four parts: Inor-
ganic Matters, “Table” Chemistry, Polymers, 
and“Wonderful Chemical Substances”.

Do you know what is the nature of time, 
how string theory was developed, which el-
ement has the highest density, parallel 
universes really exist, how a light saber could 
be built, what artificial intelligence could feel 
when it gets its first kiss, how is the matter in a 
black hole organized, etc. Dmitrii Pobedinsky 
knows the answers and is ready to share his 
knowledge with all fans of physics.
The author studied physics at University. 
So far he is a popular video blogger. Dmitrii
explains the academic discipline in a simple
and funny way on his science YouTube
channel. Everybody is welcome to study
natural science together.

Wonderful Chemical 
Substances

Only Physics
The book is longlisted for Russian 
nonfiction prize Prosvetitel in 2017

new new
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ALExANdER NIKONOVELENA MOTOVA

Pages: 304, Rights: World

My Stomach is my Best Friend, 
or Food for Smart People

The Cure for All Diseases

ANdREy SAZONOVVASILII cHIBISOV

Pages: 496, Rights: World

Common Myths About our BodyEasily About Mind-Body Problems

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 496, Rights: World

THOISOI OLGA SVARNIK
Awesome Chemistry of Metals and Alloys

Wonderful Crystal and Gases scheduled for Winter 2017

VLAdIMIR KESSELMANN ILyA LEENSON

Pages: 160, Rights: World Pages: 160, Rights: World

Pages: 160, Rights: WorldPages: 352, Rights: World

Physics Over a Minute Chemical Elements over a Minute

Principles of Human Brain Function

new new

new new

new

new

new

new
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MAxIM POTASHEV
MIKHAIL LEVANdOVSKy 

MAxIM POTASHEV
PAVEL yERSHOV

Page: 352, Rights: World Pages: 320, Rights: World

Both authors have got a good expertise 
in customer relationship management. 
They both have headed marketing and sales 
departments in big and small companies, 
brought new products to market, helped
organizations to improve customer service.
The book provides a complex approach to 
problems in customer relationship manage-
ment. Considering twenty years experience 
in customer service the book authors shares 
their knowledge, tell customers’ needs, ways 
to reach customers’ loyalty, to control cus-
tomer outlets and to manage contact centers. 
Reader will also learn about particular tools 
for effective customer service.

The authors of the book are advance players 
of the  TV game that gives intellectual basis 
for popular Russian show. They claim that 
all the approaches they use to win the game 
might be successfully used to solve any  
business issues. Yershov and Potashev 
address their long experience and tell 
readers about general ways of solving
different business challenges. Very plain 
and coherent presentation, the authors’ 
quick wit and a keen sense of humor kindle 
readers’ interest from the very beginning. 
There are many exciting examples, tasks, 
and exercises. In the end of every chapter 
there is a team drill. This exercise is meant 
for skill practicing, ideas searching, 

The Century of the Customer A Key to Solution

Page: 352, Rights: World Pages: 320, Rights: World

The book is a practical guide to change 
yourself and to take a better control of 
your life. The book consists of seven steps 
(chapters) and short exercises. The author 
has a new approach to typing of self-esteem. 
Litvak considers four types of self-esteem, 
gives a detailed description of them, shows 
weak points of each type and prevents from 
possible harm. The author has got a broad 
experience in personal growth programs. 
Rarely do his clients mention self-esteem 
when tell about their problems. Self-esteem 
is believed to be the foundation to build 
up one’s personality. If you want change 
to happen, start with yourself, everybody 
is aware of that.

A business coach Igor Zorin reveals sales 
secrets and tells how to win over the toughest, 
roughest customer. The author describes the 
most common types of tough customers and 
their behavior models, advises on preventing 
challenging behavior and tells how to build 
effective strategy for dealing with demanding 
customers. The books encompasses business 
strategy tips to handle His Majesty Tough Cus-
tomer and to tailor customer service. Readers 
will learn how to read customers’ mood and 
identify their true needs, to convince the tough-
est client and reduce sales-related stress. The 
book is meant for everyone who directly deals 
with customers.

Find Your Fulcrum 
and Move the World

Secrets to Win Over 
a Tough Customer

BORIS LITVAK IGOR ZORIN

new
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EVGENII ZHARINOV NATALIA BASOVSKAyA

Pages: 416, Rights: World

Conversation About History: 
from Queen Tamara to D’Artagnan

Conversations About Literature 

Pages: 256, Rights: World

Rudolph Nureyev. BiographyMaya Plisetskaya. Biography

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 496, Rights: World

15 k

Page: 352, Rights sold to France, Germany Pages: 224, Rights: World

The book consists of two parts. The first part 
includes three interviews with the author.
The title of the second part is The Horror 
Russian Bureaucracy and New Art of Politi-
cal Protest. This part includes interrogation 
transcripts. The book contains documents and 
photos of performance acts, summons for 
interrogation,and medical evaluations due to 
protest against repressive policy. “My inten-
tion was not to surprise anyone  or come up 
with something unusual. Rather, I felt I had to 
make a gesture that would accurately reflect 
my situation”, - Pavlensky said. Today Pyotr 
and his family have left the country 
and live in France.

The book shows the history and the tragedy 
of the XX century in a life of a Russian family. 
1922 saw Russian  intellectual elite leav-
ing the country by “the Philosopher’s Ship“. 
An outstanding Russian philosopher Gustav 
Shpet made up his mind to stay with his family 
and paid the ultimate price for it. Shpet was 
executed in 1937 in Siberia. Shpet’s youngest 
daughter Marina (1916-2017) considered 
the time when her father had been alive as a 
great holiday. Gustav Shpet was a student of a 
German philosopher Husserl, and was part of 
the intellectual power of the beginning of the 
XX century. His friends, well-known mathemati-
cians, poets, translators, etc., were frequent 
guests at the Shpets’ house. 

About Russian
Performance ART

The Daughter 
of Philosopher Shpet

PyOTR PAVLENSKy ELENA yAKOVIcH

new
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ANATOLII NEKRASOV

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Maternal Love A Man and a Woman or Cherchez la Femme

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Riding Above the Waves of LifeWho is Happy is Right

Pages: 320, Rights: World

Pages: 496, Rights: World

34 k 30 k

KIRILL MENSHIKOV

RINAT KARIMOV

VLAd KOLcHIN

The author is in his early twenty. He grew up in an ordinary family, 
but his life has recently been changed. Hodgkin’s lymphoma hap-
pened to be that drastic change. When Kirill knew the diagnosis, 
he fell to thinking and prioritizing some life values.

I Can Cure Cancer is a fascinating story about indifferent modern 
society and disunited people who live in their own little worlds.
Kirill’s misfortune and sufferings helped him to understand 
others’ hardship better.

Rinat is a thirty-one-year-old tattoo artist who was diagnosed 
with lymphoma (lymphatic cancer). Rinat VS Lymphoma is the 
story full of fear and hope, meetings with wonderful people and 
hard struggle against the disease. Thirty six weeks of the man of 
incredibly strong spirit, the man who can laugh at himself despite 
all difficulties. The inspiring and sincere story does not give any 
advice or describe alternative medical treatment. 

The key moment is to believe in recovery.

A famous Russian musician Vlad Kolchin was diagnosed with 
multiple sclerosis. This is the story about the desire to live and 
to create, and the latter causes the first. Developing disease, loss 
of vision, fatigue and weakness, but the diagnosis is not the end. 
The author calls his disease a coincidence of circumstances 
to a saxophone tune. “Human can hardly value beneficial 
influence of music-making. Music reaches the heart and mind 
simultaneously. Music making means meditating. It is another way 
of knowledge,“- the author said. More than two million people 
suffer from MS. Today there is no cure for the disease. But music…

Pages: 256, Rights: World

Pages: 288, Rights: World

Pages: 224, Rights: World

I can cure cancer

Rinat VS Lymphoma

Music as Remedy Against Multiple Sclerosis
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ANTI-STRESS cOLORING BOOKS By EKATERINA LESIcK

Enchanted Beasts Ocean Therapy Magic forestMandalas of Flowers
Pages: 48, dimensions: 205x225 мм, Rights: World

Do it yourself: Fireplace, 
Chimneys, and Barbeque

Wood Carving ABC Electronics

Knifes of the world FacebuildingThe Complete Guide To Drawing 
and Sketching
Pages: 176, Rights: World

Pages: 176, Rights: World Pages: 160, Rights: World

Pages: 176, Rights: World

Pages: 192, Rights: World Pages: 224, Rights: World

ALExANdER BELENKy VLAdIMIR GORBATOVSKy

Page: 352, Rights: World Pages: 288, Rights: World

Popular blogger and passionate traveler 
Alexander Belenky cruised through the 
United States. He explored all hidden 
corners and places off the beaten path.

In this book the author describes the Button 
King, a city for the homeless,amish ghetto, 
American Indians, and many other exciting 
facts about the unknown United States. 

Here you will see forty eight American 
States out of fifty from the point of view 
of the Russian blogger.

2017 is declared the year of Special Protection 
National Territories in Russia. Inspired by the 
beauty of nature AST Publishers together with 
My Planet TV channel have published the travel 
guide to Russian Nature Reserves.

The guide divides country into nine parts and tells 
about national parks, the most popular touristic 
attractions, and cultural heritage from the Baltic 
to the Far East.

The travel guide includes commentary of the TV 
Channel anchorpersons, advices how to reach 
the place, information on the best time to travel, 
and a piece of history.

The Unknown 
America

My Russia. The Travel Guide 
to Unique Nature Reserves
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SLAVA ZAITSEV

An illustrated album that is dedicated 
to an internationally renowned Russian 
designer Slava Zaitsev.

He started his career in the mid-sixties. 
By today Zaitsev’s contribution to the 
global haute couture industry is enormous.
“Over the years I have acquired broad 
experience. The world I am involved in 
is quite different from what we think it is. 
Now I am ready to tell you about my life”, 
the author says. Special edition includes 
rare photos, sketches, stories of Zaitsev’s 
colleagues, mates and adherents. It tells 
about an epoch in the history of haute 
couture from the view of legendary fashion 
designer.

The House of High Fashion

Pages: 304, Rights: World

Slava Zaitsev is the Russian Christian Dior (the Vogue)

One of the 15 most anticipated nonfiction

books of 2017 (Forbes)

new
EVGENII BABUSHKINALExANdER NEVZOROV

Pages: 432, Rights: World
The Art of Emotional Abuse The Bible of the Poor 

ALExEI TSVETKOVILyA BARABANOV

Pages: 256, Rights: World

Marxism as LifestyleThe Ukrainian Diary 
Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 320, Rights: World
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ANNA ARTEMyEVA,ELENA RAcHEVA

GLEB MOREV

Journalists of the Novaya Gazeta Anna 
Artemyeva and Elena Racheva have done 
a serious job. They have interviewed 59 people 
who have gone through Gulag. The interviewees 
are 80-90 years old former convicts, guards, 
wardens, and medical attendants. Many of 
them have never shared their stories about 
Gulag, some are afraid to break non-disclosure 
agreement from 1950s. While having been 
interviewed people cried,as memories caused 
old pain. Yet this is the book not about hunger or 
approaching death, but about human kindness 
and happy moments in prison. A warden shares 
a piece of tobacco, a wife keeps waiting for 
her husband for ten years, a medical attendant 
delivers the convicts’ letters to the addressees.

The author talked to twenty dissidents 
and made a collection of interviews. The 
interviewеes are well-known dissidents who 
fought for human rights in the USSR of 1950-
1980s. This is the period when dissidents’ move-
ment was actively being built up. Twenty main 
characters describe how they joint the human 
rights movement, tell about the samizdat, KGB 
spying, searches, arrests, interrogations, court 
proceeding and sentences. That time they were 
students, young scientists, journalists, translators, 
etc. Many of them knew each other. They read 
and shared the same prohibited literature, coop-
erated over the same projects (like an under-
ground magazine Chronicle of Current Events), 
protested against the same events or supported 
the same initiatives. 

Pages: 336, Rights sold to Ukraine

Pages: 416, Rights: World

Article 58. The Stories from GULAG

The Dissidents

PAVEL POLyAN

PAVEL POLyAN

OLGA ROMANOVA

Jewish Sonderkommandos at Auschwitz-Birkenau. The work 
units were usually composed of Jew prisoners who were forced to 
aid Nazi in mass murdering of Jewish and non-Jewish inmates.
Hundred inmates survived, and several dozen former prisoners 
turned their memories into documental records. Some of these 
records were found near the crematorium at Auschwitz-
Birkenau when WWII was over. The chroniclers are indisputably 
the key documents of the Holocaust. The author tells about the 
death camp and Sonderkommandos as unprecedented historical 
phenomenon in the first part of the book. The other part is a collec-
tion of stories.

Battles for the Truth about Gulag, Deportations, the War and the 
Holocaust.

Pavel Polyan is a recognized expert in literature, 
a Russian geographer and historian. He got a degree in 
geography, and later he defended his PhD thesis on the History 
and Geography of Forced Migrations in the USSR. He authored 
and co-authored over 300 scientific publications. He is the 
author of Victims of Two Dictatorships, Ostarbeiters and POW 
in Third Reich and Their Repatriation, Westarbeiters, Interned 
Gemans in the USSR, Scrolls from the Ashes. 

Authors of the Butyrka Diary describe in detail the arrest, lifestyle 
of prisoners, charges for “minor prison services”, and share the 
information which they had learnt from other convicts.

Olga Romanova is a renowned Russian journalist. She won 
TEFI, a well-known Russian TV award, as the best presenter of 
TV news program. She is an executive director of the civil rights 
movement Russia Behind Bars (“Rus’ Sidyashaya”). 

Pages: 256, Rights: World

Pages: 624, Rights: World

Pages: 608, Rights: World

Scrolls from the Ashes

Istoriomor

Butyrka Prison Blog

The book shortlisted for Prosvetitel award (2014)

In 2010 Butyrka Blog was awarded by the Deutsche Welle prize.
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My Child Loves Preschool

The Big Book of Happy Mother

Soon To be Mom I Will be the Best Mom Secrets of Happy Family Life

Pages: 224

Pages: 288 

Pages: 288 Pages: 384 Pages: 384

Pages: 384 

Pages: 288 

Pages: 384 

Pages: 352 

Mother and Baby in the First Year 
of Lifel

Happy Giving Birth

Everything You Really Need 
to Know About Pregnancy 

Duola Talk

114 k

ANNA BYKOVA LARISA SVIRIDOVA

MARIANNA OLEINIK MIKHAIL FOMIN

IRINA CHESNOVA IRINA CHESNOVA IRINA CHESNOVA 

MARIA KAMENETSKAYA, 
EKATERINA OKSANYAN

Pages: 288, Rights: World Pages: 14 4, Rights: World

Pages: 224, Rights: World Pages: 384, Rights: World

The Invisible Support Raising a Difficult Child

Self Mama An Adopted Child Meeting School Challenges

LUdMILA PETRANOVSKAyA

new

OLGA PLESKAN
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Say No To Back and Neck Pain

Healing With Pressure Point 
Therapy

Chinese acupuncture. 
Key Fifty points

Find Harmony in Your Life

Restore Energy and Health 
with Yoga

The Divine Feminine Energy

How to Make a Man 
Believe You are The One

Health Benefits of Water 

Women, Money, 
and Relationship

A Practical Guide To Change 
Your Destiny

The Cancer Cure ExistThe Water Cure

DMITRII TROTSKY ANATOLII MALOVICHKO

NATALIA POKATILOVAANTONI BUONO

OLGA BUTAKOVA

ANDREI LEVCHINOV SHEE LING

SATIA DASS SVETLANA SHARKO ALEXANDRA BONINA

VALENTIN SELIVANOV

DIANA SHERBANSKAIA

Pages: 256, Rights: World
Pages: 320, Rights: WorldPages: 224, Rights: World

Pages: 352, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights: World
Pages: 192, Rights: World

Pages: 256, Rights: World Pages: 256, Rights: World

15 k

Pages: 320, Rights: WorldPages: 320, Rights: World Pages: 192, Rights: World
Pages: 352, Rights: World

Energy Method of Longevity Cancer, Asthma, and Diabetes 
Can Be Cured

Diabetes Guide

A Healthy Spine Means 
Healthy Body

Chinese Medicine 
in Everyday Life

Natural Remedies to Cure 
Common Ailments

The Power of Thoughts. 
Practical Training

Change of Life for Women Practical Health CareWonderful Properties of Black 
Tar Soap  

PAVEL RAKOV PAVEL  EVDOKIMENKO NATALIA OSMININA

LIDIA PANOVALAO MINGANDREI LEVSHINOV ANTON KORNEEV

NIKO BAUMAN ELENA KORSAKOVA ALEXANDER AMETOVDMITRII KOVAL

NADEZDA DAVYDOVA

The Power of Su Jok Therapy ABC of Health for Seniors

Pages: 252, Rights: World

Pages: 224, Rights: World Pages: 176, Rights: World
Pages: 256, Rights: World

Pages: 240, Rights: World Pages: 256, Rights: World
Pages: 196, Rights: World

Pages: 384, Rights: World Pages: 224, Rights: World
Pages: 256, Rights: World

Pages: 416, Rights: World

Pages: 416, Rights: World
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The Year of a Brave Chicken
It is in the Dark HatThe Green Cloud Case

Twenty Fairytales from the Princess of the
Swamps

A Good Dragon and Other 
Kind Characters

Tirlimpoponia, 
or Petka in the Land of Dreams

Flightburg, 
a City for Little Planes

Ghosts Barely Exist

Puppy Piter and Long 
Lasting Bone

A Toy Box

Little Varya and Magic 
Beverage

Let’s Go Catch a Monster
Adventures of Three Raccoons 

Stories About the Best Daddy 
in the World

A Witch of the Land of Fog

The Abandoned Highway

Heroes Made of Paper

A Toy Boat

The Case of the Missing 
Crown

The Secrets which Ursula Hides
Use Your Tail

A Good Dragon and Other Kind
Characters

Irislin, an Elephant from Heaven

PETR VOLTCYT TONYA SHIPULINA

ELENA KHRUSTALEVA

KIR BULYCHEV ANNA GUROVA

VADIM GROMOV

MARINA ARZHILOVSKAYA JULIA IVLIEVAOKSANA ONISIMOVA

JULIA EVGRAPHOVA ANNA GUROVA

JULIA IVLIEVA

SHEE LING ELENA SMOLENSKAYA

ELENA KHRUSTALEVA

EVGENY GLAGOLEV ELENA YARYSHEVA
SVETLANA LAVROVASVETLANA LAVROVAACYA PLOSHKINATONYA SHIPULINA

ELENA YARYSHEVAELENA KHRUSTALEVA

15 k

Age: 0+, Pages: 48

Age: 0+, Pages: 48 Age: 0+, Pages: 128 Age: 0+, Pages: 112

Age: 6+, Pages: 224
Age: 6+, Pages: 128

Age: 6+, Pages: 256Age: 6+, Pages: 256

Age: 10+, Pages: 192Age: 6+, Pages: 192Age: 6+, Pages: 256Age: 6+, Pages: 192

Age: 6+, Pages: 256
Age: 6+, Pages: 224 Age: 6+ , Pages: 224

Age: 0+, Pages: 224
Age: 6+, Pages: 192

Age: 6+,  Pages: 168Age: 6+, Pages: 192 Age: 7+,  Pages: 192Age: 6+,  Pages: 160

Age: 6+, Pages: 112
Age: 0+, Pages: 112

Shortlisted for the prize Best 
fiction book for kids and teens Shortlisted for Best fiction book-

2016 for kids of 9-11 years-old
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Pages: 48, Rights: World Pages: 48, Rights: World Pages: 48, Rights: World

Pages: 48, Rights: World Pages: 48, Rights: WorldPages: 48, Rights sold to Bulgaria

Pages: 48, Rights sold to Bulgaria

Pages: 48, Rights: World

Pompon’s Scribbles Pompon and Little Proud BirdsPompon’s Cuisine Pompon Learns English

Pompon’s Sketch Book Pompon Goes on a JourneyPompon’s Diary Pompon Takes a Walk

THE cAT POMPON BOOK SERIES 50 kThe series received a prize in the Russian 
book illustrations contest-2014.
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How it Works is the book series dedicated to engines, their operating principles and everything 
related to trains, aircrafts, ships, cars, and military equipment.

The books contain very finely drawn illustrations. Each title describes unfamiliar mechanisms 
and the way they work (e.g., parts of a truck). The books encourage young readers to think 
logically and to find the connection between minor details. Kids get to know secrets which not 
all grown-ups are aware of. Kids will learn about missile- and armored trains, a truck driver’s 
cab, runaway beacons, freight distribution centers, alarm systems and many other things. The 
books series is written by science advocates and illustrated by two artists.

Age: 5+, Pages: 48, Rights sold to china

new new

HOW IT WORKS
The book series encompasses many fields: culture, history, biology, plant science, technology,
astronomy, city infrastructure, etc. Around 540k copies were sold. 

A little character (Mr. Globe) takes the part of a scientist. He appears in all books and 
introduces little readers to the described event. It helps to nail kids’ attention to this or another 
picture, some excerpts, or quotation. Scientists’ names or the described matter put in bold, 
provided with commentary, photos or colorful pencil illustrations. The Why Books series 
helps to gain new knowledge or classify information which kids already have.

Age: 5+ , Pages: 48, Rights: World 

WHy BOOKS SERIES 540 k

PAVEL KOSTRIKIN

VLADIMIR MALOV VLADIMIR MALOV

VLADIMIR MALOVPETR VOLTCYT

PETR VOLTCYTLEONID YAKHNIN

ANASTASIA MESHERYAKOVA

PETR VOLTCYT

PAVEL KOSTRIKIN
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ANdREI SHLyAKHOV

SERGEI NEcHAEV

ALExANdER NOVIKOV

Chemistry studies the composition, structure, properties, and trans-
formation of matter. It is believed to be a branch of natural sci-
ence that is quite difficult to understand. But it is perfectly logical, 
since chemical reactions abide by the laws of natural sciences. 

The only thing chemistry hates is knowledge gaps.
Sooner or later this gap may result in an unexpected way. 
The aim of the book is to eliminate all the knowledge gaps 
with the Chemistry In Layman’s Terms.

Historians are known as serious people telling us about events 
of the past, even of the remote past. How do they know what 
happened? When we ask historian How, they talk a lot about 
records, primary source documents, and so on and so forth.

What is a primary source document? Do we learn history
from someone’s tales? Why do different versions of history exist? 
Answers to these and some other questions can be found 
in the book!

Physics in Layman’s Terms covers theory of Stephen Hawking, 
quantum mechanics, the discoveries of Mary Sklodowska Curie, 
time and space, structure of the atom, and the general theory 
of relativity.

It doesn’t matter whether you are a student or you finished school 
long ago. The book might be iteresting to different readers as it 
praises intellectual curiosity.

Age 6+, Pages: 288, Rights: World

Age 6+, Pages: 288, Rights: World

Age 6+, Pages: 288, Rights: World

chemistry In Layman’s Terms

World History In Layman’s Terms

Physics in Layman’s Terms

WORLd MAP FOR KIdS

This map is a fascinating gift for children. It is wonderful for learning the world’s flora and
fauna, best-known sights, and cultural peculiarities.

Age 6+, Pages: 288, Rights: World Age 6+, Pages: 288, 
Rights sold to Ukraine

Age 6+, Pages: 288, 
Rights sold to Ukraine

Age 6+, Pages: 288, Rights: World

69 k

430 k

What-to- do-if Game What To Do If… Act and Think Like an Adult

LUDMILA PETRANOVSKAYA LUDMILA PETRANOVSKAYA IRINA CHESNOVA


